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A Philosophy of Maintenance, 
Repair & Restoration to 
Windmill Hill Windmill by Rhys Clatworthy

Windmills and watermills are an irreplaceable part of our national industrial
heritage. They form a vital part of the traditional landscape and have an important
place in the history of industry, engineering and technology, together with the

development of motive power and the processing of raw materials. 
The majority of mills have already been lost, due to disuse and decay. Many have more

recently been lost by poorly considered conversion to other uses. We are fortunate to have
had our mill saved and restored to a basic level. The true repair of any machine should be to
the condition as at the last date it was working, a philosophy for restoration recommended
by the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, and this we must strive to achieve.
In the meantime if we are to preserve the future of the mill and illustrate its historical and

technical advancements, it is essential that we develop a maintenance schedule covering
weekly, monthly and yearly tasks. This is already in hand, and in conjunction with the
schedule we are developing a manual/handbook as a reference point for future generations. 
Firstly we must understand that the mill is not merely a building but a machine that is

continuously moving, creating new cracks in the brickwork, paintwork and the timbers. 
For example these already existed in the original timbers so now all must be inspected and
treated on a regular basis to avoid further destruction from decay and infestation. Consider
for a moment the wooden frame of the buck which employs an assembly of `mortise and
tenon` joints held together by dowels. Each joint is a crack waiting to house fungus or



predators, leading to decay. Again the crown-
tree bearing and ancillary machinery needs 
to be inspected and regularly lubricated.
In addition to the mill and the ancillary

machinery we have the essential ‘Automatic
Turning Device’ (ATD). This needs to be
checked on a weekly/fortnightly basis together 
with an annual service to ensure that at all times
the mill is kept safely facing into the wind. 
To ensure that we keep the mill for future

generations we need your help. Perhaps you
feel that you don’t have the skills or ability
required to be of help? If this is the case, then
be assured that there is always something, even
if only to take on straightforward inspections for
dampness, decay and infestation. This is a most
important job because although the mill has
only recently been restored, time waits for no
one. Retrogression which has already started
needs to be recognised at an early stage and
dealt with immediately. The only skill required
is ‘to know what you are looking for’ and report
it. Also many of the ‘routine checks’ involve observation or simple checking procedures only,
all you need to do is report any problem and the maintenance crew will attend. 
So if you fancy being part of the observation, routine checking or maintenance crew, there

is always a job. Even if you feel that your skills or ability are limited, there is no better way to
gain these skills than working with more experienced volunteers. This is how we have all
gained skills and knowledge as nobody left us a handbook or manual. Most of what we have
learnt is by experience and/or talking to those who have already discovered some of the
secrets that these giants hold.
Whether you are interested in just being a pair of eyes or getting your hand dirty, please

come forward and help to keep this important and unique example of this country’s
industrial heritage alive for future generations to enjoy.

Sunday 12th May 2013 
Windmill Hill Windmill will be open from 10.30 am to 5pm 
for National Mills Weekend

Friday 31st May 2013 – 7.30pm
Violin and piano concert in the Ballroom of Herstmonceux Castle 7.30pm D
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Seasonal visitors to the mill 

December
First No. 2    Paul Frost
Second No. 12  Ray Dixon
Third No. 63  Peter Carey

February
First No. 55  Ann Vollor
Second No. 27  Crispin Freeman
Third No. 1    Robert Girling

100 club prize draw   The following are the recent prizewinners:



Windmill Hill Windmill Trust
Old Bakery, Windmill Hill, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 4RT

Tel: 01323 833033

Email: bee@WindmillHillWindmill.org • www.WindmillHillWindmill.org
Registered Charity No. 1054504

Beatrice Frost (01323 833033)
Trustees: Brian Holdstock (01323 832082); Paul Frost; 

Crispin Freeman (01323 870353); Martyn Mitchell (01424 893158)

Photo above: The volunteers Christmas party.   Front cover: A snowy windmill.

The newsletter is available electronically. If you would be happy to receive the newsletter 
this way, please send an email to bee@windmillhillwindmill.org advising your name and postcode.

Update from Bee Frost

During 2012, the Trustees made an application for funding from the Wealden and Rother
Rural Partnership to restore the windmill machinery. Unfortunately we did not succeed in our
bid. Amongst the reasons we were given were that we have previously received two awards
of grant funding and they had insufficient funding to meet the combined request of all the
applications they were considering. Also our application was for restoring the machinery and
not the sweeps (the total sum would have been beyond their remit).
As you may be aware, a lot of time and effort goes into making a funding application and

it is disappointing when that effort comes to nothing. However, undeterred, we are now
focusing our efforts on an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund for restoration of the
machinery and the sweeps. Keep your fingers crossed!
We plan to open the windmill on Sunday 12th May from 10.30am to 5pm as part of

National Mills Weekend. The attractions will include classic cars on the green, stationary
engines around the mill and a BBQ selling local sausages and burgers. This year the marquee
will become the focus for teas and cakes with tables and chairs available under cover. There
will be other stalls including plants, books and DVDs and the Long Man Morris Men will
come at 3.30pm. We will need lots of helpers and guides on the day, so please let me know
if you can help in any way. We will also need donations of cakes please. This is our main

mill event of the year and we need you!
Once again we are fortunate to have

arranged a concert in the ballroom of
Herstmonceux Castle on Friday 31st May
at 7.30pm. Aleks Szram will be joined by
exceptionally talented violinist Ani
Karapetyan for a programme of works by
Bach, Ravel, Kreisler and Chopin. The
gardens will open at 6.30pm for ticket
holders. Pre-concert champagne and soft
drinks will be available in the courtyard
with music provided by the Helios
Consort, a woodwind ensemble.


